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"A Nation of Thieves": Securing Black People's 
Right to Shop and to Sell in White America* 
Regina Austin" 
In my previous work, I have dealt with black lawbreakers as if 
they were the exception rather than the rule, and then argued that 
some of them are more deserving of sympathetic consideration than 
others.1 The notion that black lawbreakers are atypical, however, 
flies in the face of the fact that, in so very many areas of public life, 
blacks in general are treated like an outlaw people. Blacks are con­
demned and negatively stereotyped for engaging in activities that 
white people undertake without a second thought. Among the most 
significant of these activities is buying and selling goods and servic­
es. Despite the passage of state and federal antidiscrimination and 
public accommodations laws, blacks are still fighting for the right to 
shop and the right, if not the reason, to sell. Because blacks have 
not yet secured these rights, those who have the temerity to shop 
and to sell are very often treated like economic miscreants. 
Shopping and selling by blacks, or more broadly consumption 
* © 1994 Regina Austin. 
** Professor of Law, University of Pennsylvania. B.A., 1970, University of 
Rochester; J.D., 1973, University of Pennsylvania. Various drafts of this i\rticle were 
presented at conferences on the black public sphere sponsored by the Africana 
Studies Program of New York University and the Chicago Humanities Institute, and 
at the Yale Law School Feminist Theory \Vorkshop. I wish to thank Daniel Ecarius 
for his invaluable research assistance and .Manthia Diawara for his support. 
1. For example, lawbreakers who contribute either by way of instruction or 
example (like role models), or by way of material benefit to communal welfare, 
should be spared from vilification and ostracism from the black community. See gen­
erally Regina Austin, "The Black Comm u n ity," Its Lawbreakers, a n d  a Politics of" 
Identifica tion, 65 S. CAL. L. REV. 1769 ( 1992) (discussing romanticized and realistic 
assessments of lifestyles of black lawbreakers). Moreover, law-abiding blacks should 
understand that the norms and penalties that restrain the lawbreakers tend to limit 
the freedom and opportunities of the rest of them. See Regina Austin, Blach Women, 
Sisterhood, and the Difference I Deviance Diu ide, 26 NEW ENG. L. REV. 877, 878-79 
(1992). In mounting this defense of some black lawbreakers, I de not condone anar­
chy or romanticize violence. Rather, I believe that the law is a site of struggle and 
resistance. "Because it's the law'" is just not a particularly good excuse for impeding 
black Americans' socioeconomic prog-ress. Given the ephemeral nature of the boundary 
between what is and what is not legal, the law should certainly not be an impedi­
ment to black Americans' pursuing the informal economic opportunities that other 
groups have exploited in securing their material well-being. At the margins between 
the legal and the illegal, it is important that blacks have their own conceptions of 
deviance. To some extent, I continue my exploration of these themes here. 
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and commerce, are in essence considered deviant activities by many 
whites and by many blacks as well. Though it may be hard for some 
readers to accept the categorization of such mundane activities as 
deviant behavior, Howard Becker's interactionist or labeling theory 
of deviance is a particularly apt description of the phenomenon. 
According to Becker, 
social groups create deviance by making the rules whose infraction 
constitutes deviance, and by applying those rules to particular peo­
ple and labeling them as outsiders. From this point of view, devi­
ance is not a quality of the act the person commits, but rather a 
consequence of the application by others of rules and sanctions to 
an "offender." The deviant is one to whom that label has successful­
ly been applied; deviant behavior is behavior that people so label.2 
Deviance, then, is gauged not by the nature of an act, but by the 
responses of powerful people to that act. Deviance is a social con­
struct and a mechanism of social control. An activity may be labeled 
deviant even though it does not represent a threat to the social or­
der. 
Consider now, in light of this definition of deviance, the experi­
ences of blacks endeavoring to shop. 
I. THE WARS IN THE STORES AND ELSEWHERE: 
SHOPPING AS BLACK DEVIANCE 
Tales about the obstacles blacks encounter in trying to spend 
their money in white-owned stores and shops are legendary. Blacks 
are treated as if thei were all potential shoplifters, thieves, or 
deadbeats. There can hardly be a black person in urban America 
who has not been denied entry to a store, closely watched, snubbed, 
questioned about her or his ability to pay for an item, or stopped 
and detained for shoplifting.4 Salespeople either are slow to wait on 
2. HOWARD S. BECKER, OUTSIDERS: STUDIES IN THE SOCIOLOGY OF DEVIANCE 9 
( 1963) (citation omitted). 
3. I am black. I use the third person plural rather than the first person plural 
when referring to black people not to distance myself from other blacks, but to avoid 
the suggestion that (1) there are no differences between my own experience and the 
experiences of other blacks; and (2) there are no divisions among blacks based on 
class, gender, sexual orientation, age, religion, and geographical location. 
4. See Joe R. Fagin, The Continuing Significance of Race: Antiblack Discrimin a ­
tion in Public Piaces, 56 A.rvi. Soc. REV. 101, 105-10 (1991) (describing blacks' re­
sponses to discrimination in places of public accommodations); Patricia Williams, 
Spirit-Murdering the Messenger: The Discourse of Fingerpointing as the La w's Re­
sponse to Racism, 42 U. MIAMI L.  REV. 127, 128-29 (1987) [hereinafter Williams, 
Spirit-Murdering the Messenger] (describing author's reaction after being refused entry 
to a clothing store); Jane Gross, When "By Appointment" Mea ns Keep Out,  N.Y. 
TIMES, Dec. 17, 1986, at B1 (describing stores that refuse entry to young males con-
.. 
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blacks and rude when they do; or they are too quick to wait on 
blacks whom they practically shove out the door. Although anec­
dotal evidence suggests that men are more likely to encounter such 
treatment, women are similarly victimized. As an eighteen-year-old 
female resident of a Harlem housing project put it: '"Some white 
people are very rude . . . . All black females and boys are treated 
the same-bad-when they go into a white store."'5 Even the youn­
gest black consumers are in for a good bit of distrust.6 
Any kind of ordinary face-to-face retail transaction can turn 
into a hassle for a black person. At the deli counter or the butcher 
shop, blacks get cheated by short-weighting or being sold inferior 
products. Empirical research suggests that blacks pay more than 
whites for standardized products like cars where negotiation is 
required.7 Blacks have problems obtaining credit to buy goods, and 
must endure suspicious scrutiny if they pay by credit card or 
check.8 They are also given a hard time when they want to return 
goods that are defective or unsatisfactory.9 
sidered threatening); Lena Williams, When Blachs Shop, Bias Often Accompanies 
Sale, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 30, 1 9 9 1 ,  at Al [hereinafter Williams, When Blacks Shop]; see 
also PHILOMENA ESSED, EVEHYDAY RACIS�I: REPOI\TS FROlll WOMEN OF TWO CULTURES 
165, 180-8 1 ,  195 (Cynthia Jaffee trans. ,  1990) (recounting instances of discrimination 
encountered by black American women while shopping); Sara Rimer, Shawn, 17: 
Ru nning Past lV!any Obstacles, N.Y. T!!vlES, Apr. 25, 1993,  at A1, 147 (seeing neatly 
dressed young black man admiring shirt in window, shop owner closes door and 
locks it ) .  
5 .  Don Terry, Holding onto Dreams amid Ha rlem's Reality, N.Y.  TIMES, Feb.  5 ,  
1 99 1 ,  at A1 ,  A14 .  
6 .  See ZE'EV CH.AFETS, DEVlL'S NIGHT: AND OTHER TRUE TALES O F  DETROIT 33 
( 1 990) (quoting city neighborhood services official complaining that  children are re­
quired to walk with their hands at their sides or are allowed into stores "one at a 
time"); CARL H. NIGHTINGALE, ON THE EDGE: A HISTORY OF POOR BLACK C HILDREN 
AND THEIR AlviERICA.J'\1 DRE.-\MS 125-26 (1993 ) ( describing suspicion white author wit­
nessed when he went shopping with black children from his inner-city Philadelphia 
neighborhood). 
7. Ian Ayres, Fair Driving: Gender and Race Discrimination in Retail Car Ne­
gotiations, 104 HARv. L. REV. 8 1 7 ,  819 (199 1) .  
8 .  Blacks are sometimes asked to supply additional identification in order to 
pay by check. See Rudolph A. Pyatt, Jr . ,  The Risks of Check - Coding by Race, WASH. 
POST, May 6, 1 9 9 1 ,  at F3. Moreover, some establishments identify customers paying 
with checks by race. !d.; see also Derrick Z. Jackson, Two Stores Record Race of 
Customers, BOSTON GLOBE, June 6, 1990, at Bl. The stores maintain that they need 
information about race so as to prosecute check fraud claims. !d.; see also Roberts v .  
Walmart Stores, Inc., 7 6 9  F .  Supp. 1086, 1089-90 IE.D. M o .  199 1 )  (awarding summa­
ry judgment to retailer having policy of  recording race of all customers in case 
brought by black patron who was disturbed by practice!; Roberts v. Walmart Stores, 
Inc . ,  736 F.  Supp. 1 527, 1527-30 (E .D.  I\Io. 1990J ( resolving 1 3th Amendment, 
§ 1 982, and Equal Credit Opportunity Act claims in retailer's favor) .  
9. Joseph N. Boyce, L.A. Riots and the Black Tax,' WALL ST . .  J., May 12, 1992. 
at A24 . 
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Retail establishments are not the only concerns that provide 
inferior products and poor service. The businesses that treat blacks 
poorly run the gamut from airlines to banks to movie theaters. 10 
Restaurants, for example, have many ways of letting black people 
know their business is not appreciated. 1 1  Slow or no service is per­
haps the most blatant form of rejection, but I have experienced 
more subtle techniques, like being escorted past empty tables in the 
front of a restaurant to a separate room at the back. On another 
occasion, I was served a creme brulee (a fancy French dessert) cov­
ered with salt, not sugar. 12 
The harm that blacks suffer from disrespectful and disparate 
treatment in commercial settings goes beyond psychological pain or 
the sting of injustice in a legal regime supposedly dedicated to ra­
cial equality. 13 For me, the most disturbing aspect of the dis­
criminatory service blacks experience in ordinary commercial 
transactions is the economic exploitation such behavior represents. 
If blacks pay the same prices as everyone else and get less in the 
way of service or merchandise, they are being cheated. Moreover, 
discriminatory service narrows blacks' choices regarding where to 
consume, and impedes their ability to enter into efficient commer­
cial transactions. Those merchants holding themselves out as being 
"willing " to deal with blacks can extract a premium for doing so. 
Also, as is discussed more fully below, many of the maneuvers 
blacks employ to make consumption easier entail costs that add to 
10. See, e.g., Eugene Morris, The D1fj'erence in Black and White, A.rviERICA.N DE­
lVIOGRAPHI CS, Jan. 1993, at 44, 49 (reporting flight attendants confront black travelers 
storing items in first-class bins because attendants assume blacks do not fly first 
class); Lorraine Kidd, African-America n Movif'goers Complain About Segregation, G:\.t'<­
N ETI NEWS S ERV., Sept. 6, 1 9 9 1  (reporting Wilmington, Delaware NAACP was inves­
tigating complaints that films about black l ife were being shown only in worst the­
aters); Teresa Simons, Health Spa Discrimination Suits Settled for $9.5 Million, 
U.P.I., Feb. 27, 1 9 9 1  (citing claims that Holiday Spas both discouraged b lacks from 
seeking membership and treated black member� in discriminatory fashion as in case 
of black female who was barred from wearing bare-midriff exercise outfits like those 
worn by whites) .  
1 1 .  See Calvin Sims,  Restaurant Chain Settles Charges of Racial Bias, N.Y. 
TI!v!ES, Mar.  26, 1 993, at Al4 (detailing claims of discrimination against Denny's 
restaurant chain, including demands that blacks pay cover charge and refusals to 
honor requests for advertised special offers). 
1 2 .  The service blacks receive in some restaurants today is reminiscent of what 
blacks expected during the heyday of  Jim Crow. Writes Stetson Kennedy of that 
period: "In restaurants, the head waiter may insist that all  vacant tables are 're­
served,' or he may seat you out of sight or near a hot kitchen, or you may be al­
lowed to sit indefinitely without service, or you may be served food too salty to eat,  
etc." STETSON KENNEDY, JIM CROW GUIDE: THE WAY IT WAS 194 ( 1959 ). 
13. See generally N I GHTIN GALE, supra note 6, at 1 28-30; Williams, Spirit-i\t!ur­
dering the Messenger, supra note 4, at 1 27-30, 139-42. 
i 
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the price of purchases. Finally, whites too are exploited by the dis­
parate treatment blacks receive (though whites hardly seem to 
notice). Whites who believe that concerns which discourage black 
patronage are more desirable than those that do not, pay a price for 
such exclusivity that has nothing to do with the quality of the goods 
or services otherwise provided. Blacks who scale the barriers these 
firms erect get similarly gypped for their effort. Of course, whites 
who shop for exclusivity may simply be responding to the reality 
that, when a business begins to serve a disproportionate number of 
blacks, the quality of goods and services declines. 
Service discrimination against blacks is facilitated by a complex 
ideology about blacks and their money that is compatible with the 
notion that black consumption is deviant behavior. Blacks are de­
nied the treatment accorded whites because some merchants believe 
that black people's money is not good enough for them. An equal or 
greater threat is posed by those merchants who believe that black 
money is too good, i.e., too good for blacks to be left with much of it. 
It is assumed that blacks do not earn their money honestly, work 
for it diligently, or spend it wisely. When blacks have money, they 
squander it and cannot save it. If blacks are cheated in the course 
of commercial transactions, it is because they cheat themselves 
either by being unsophisticated and incompetent consumers or by 
making it difficult for a decent ethical person to make a profit from 
doing business with them. As a result, individual entrepreneurs feel 
perfectly justified in taking advantage of blacks as a means of pri­
vately policing or controlling blacks' spending malefactions. 
The perception that there is something wrong with blacks' 
pursuit of consumption impedes their ability to obtain legal redress 
for discriminatory treatment. Like the participants in widely ac­
knowledged deviant subcultures, blacks have little recourse to law 
as they pursue their socially censured and discouraged commercial 
activities. The absence of effective legal remedies against 
indiscriminant scrutiny and disrespect is not, at least in the opinion 
of many shopkeepers and storeowners, the product of a regime that 
zealously favors merchants over shoppers. On the contrary, the 
proprietors of retail businesses maintain that they resort to tight se­
curity and extensive surveillance because the laws designed to deter 
and punish shoplifting are inefficient and ineffective. Merchant de­
tention statutes permit storeowners to search and detain in a rea­
sonable manner shoppers reasonably suspected of shoplifting.14 
However, a storeowner risks being sued for false imprisonment if 
14. Thomas B. Bishop. Excerpts from The Law of Shoplifting: A Guide for Law­
yers and Merchants, 19 CUMB. L. REV. 43 , 55-56, 62-64 (1 988). 
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the detention proves to have been unwarranted. 15 Criminal prose­
cution of shoplifters is "expensive because it ties up sales clerks and 
security officers in municipal court and leaves valuable merchandise 
parked in police evidence lockers."16 Shoplifting cases are not given 
much attention by the criminal justice system; in some jurisdictions 
storeowners must hire lawyers to prosecute the cases themselves. 17 
Civil recovery laws entitle storeowners to recover damages and 
penalties from shoplifters, 18 but the civil process does not generate 
as much deterrence as criminal prosecutions, and many shoplifters 
do not have the funds to pay a monetary judgment. 19 
Forced, in their view, to rely on security and surveillance, 
storeowners especially target blacks because ( 1 )  blacks are suppos­
edly overrepresented among lawbreakers, and (2 )  storeowners can­
not discern a law-abiding black from a potentially law-defying black. 
There is little in the law to prevent merchants from proceeding on 
these assumptions. Despite the ubiquity of blacks' experiences of 
discrimination, case law suggests that storeowners have rarely been 
charged with watching, detaining, or deterring shoppers in a racial­
ly-biased way.20 When so attacked, storeowners have invoked the 
objective evidence of shoplifter profiles to justify their conduct,2 1  
15 .  See, e.g . ,  Clarke v .  K-Mart Corp . ,  4 9 5  N.W.2d 820, 822 (Mich. C t .  App. 
1992) (holding black woman erroneously detained for obtaining free merchandise from 
black salesperson could proceed with false imprisonment claim). 
16. Angela D.  Santi, A New Law in the War on Shoplifting, N .Y. Tiii!ES, Aug. 8,  
1993,  § 1 3NJ, at 1 (reporting passage of civil recovery law in New Jersey). 
17. Id. 
18.  See, e.g., ARIZ. REV. STAT. At"N. § 12-691 ( 1992); D .C .  CODE At"N. § 3-442 
(Supp. 1993) ;  N . H .  REV. STAT. ANN. § 544-C:1 (Supp. 1993). See generally Melissa G. 
Davis e t  a!. ,  Private Corporate Justice: Store Police, Shoplifters, a n d  Civil Recovery, 
38 Soc. PROBS. 395,  396-407 ( 1991 )  (reporting results of an empirical study of l arge 
retailer's use of civil recovery l aws).  
19 .  See Cynthia Mines, Legislature Gives Retailers New Weapon in Battling 
Shoplifters, WICHITA Bus. J., July 16, 1 993, § 1, at 9 ( discussing economic impact of 
shoplifting and likely effectiveness of civil penalty law in combatting it); Stephanie 
Strom, States Act to Comba t  Shoplifting, N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 19 ,  1 9 9 1 ,  at D1 (reporting 
on passage of New York l aw providing civil penalties for shoplifting). 
20. See Washington v .  Duty Free Shoppers, Ltd . ,  710 F.  Supp. 1 288,  1290 (N.D.  
Cal .  1988) (denying summary judgment to defendants accused of demanding pass­
ports and plane tickets of black customers when store was not restricted to travel­
lers, but was open to general public); Ross v. Company Store, No. CV9 1 0 1 15710-S,  
1991  WL 204357 (Conn. Super. Ct. Oct.  1 ,  1 9 9 1 )  ( dismissing claim brought under 
Unfair Trade Practices Act for discriminatory detention of blacks as potential shop­
lifters) .  
2 1 .  For example, i n  K-Mart Corp. v.  West Virginia Human Rights Commission, 
383 S .E .2d  277, 278 (W. Va. 1989), the police were called when a family of Syrian 
nationals entered a K-Mart store. The store had been warned by the police to be on 
the lookout for a shoplifting band of gypsies. There was some question whether the 
term "gypsies" was meant to refer to racial or ethnic characteristics, including skin 
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though this defense does not always succeed. 2  
Furthermore, in the broad range of commercial settings where 
exclusionary or otherwise discriminatory service is against the law, 
enforcement is either slack or nonexistent. Violations of blacks' 
right to shop or consume are treated like isolated social problems. 23 
Except in the most egregious circumstances, the discriminatory 
treatment blacks encounter as consumers is not considered amena­
ble to the law's policing.24 
color or dress. Id. at 278 n.l. After the customers became aware that they were 
being watched, the head of the family confronted the store manager who apologized 
for any embarrassment or inconvenience. The family shortly thereafter left the store. 
They were followed by the police. The head of the family confronted the officers, a 
confrontation (witnessed by mall patrons) ensued, and the family left the mall. The 
family maintained in their complaint to the Human Rights Commission that they 
were targeted because of their skin color and the loose-fitting Islamic dress worn by 
one of the women in the group. The Commission's decision awarding the family dam­
ages was overturned on appeal to the Kanawha County Circuit Court. The West 
Virginia Supreme Court affirmed the reversal by concluding that "the shoplifting 
warnings and the chance fact that the family group happened to fit the profile of the 
shoplifting band precipitated the police summons, not discrimination." Id. at 282.  The 
court, assuming that its conclusion was bolstered by the fact that the family had 
shopped weekly in the store without incident for over a year prior to the date in 
question, reasoned: "[W]hile we do not condone merchants calling the police at the 
sight of a person or party it believes to be a possible thief, our holding today is 
based solely on the fact that we find no nexus between K-Mart's actions, while hasty 
and perhaps imprudent, and the Barams' national origin." Id. at 283. 
22.  See Lewis v. Doll, 765 P.2d 1 341 ,  1 346 (Wash. Ct. App. 1989) (granting 
judgment in favor of black man barred from entering convenience store because store 
had experienced problems with blacks shoplifting). 
23. See, e.g., Dawson v. Zayre Dep't Stores, 499 A.2d 648 (Pa. Super. Ct. 1 985) 
(denying claim of intentional infliction of emotional distress brought by black woman 
called "nigger" by sales clerk during dispute over layaway ticket); see also Fear ol 
Blacks, Fear ol Crime, N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 28,  1986,  § 4, at 1 0  (suggesting fear of black 
criminal behavior can be held in check if whites put themselves in shoes of innocent 
blacks); The Jeweler's Dilemma, NEW REPUBLIC, Nov. 10,  1986, at 18 ,  21-22 (sug­
gesting disproportionate burden should not be placed on shopkeepers who for their 
part should discount race factor somewhat in deciding to bar patrons from premises). 
Seemingly isolated acts of incivility or rudeness that actually conform to a pattern of 
abuse against a discrete group should, however, be amenable to tort relief. See Regi­
na Austin, Employer Abuse, Worker Resista nce, and the Tort of Intentional Infliction 
ol Emotional Distress, 41 STAN. L. REV. 1 ( 1988).  
24 .  Compare Stearnes v. Baur's Opera House, Inc., 788 F .  Supp. 375, 376 (C.D. 
Ill. 1992), remanded and dismissed, 3 F.3d 1 142 ( 7th Cir. 1993) (awarding summary 
judgment to dance bar which changed type of music being played when it wanted to 
discourage black patrons); Perry v. Command Performance, 1991  WL 46475 *2-'' 3 
{E.D. Pa. Mar. 27 ,  1991 ) (ruling black patron whose hair white hairdresser refused to 
fix had no action based on 42 U.S.C. § 1982), af'fd, 945 F . 2d 395 (3d Cir. 1 99 1 ). cert. 
denied, 1 12 S. Ct. 1166 (1992) ;  Totem Taxi, Inc. v. New York State Human Rights 
Appeal Bd., 480 N.E.2d 1075, 1077-78 (N.Y. 1985) (refusing to hold cab company vi­
cariously liable for racial slur uttered by driver because company did not encouragP, 
condone, or approve of conduct) with Harvey v. NYRAC ,  Inc. ,  8 1 3  F. Supp. 206, 213 
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As a result of the law's abdication, individual blacks resort 
either to compensatory moves or informal mechanisms of resistance 
to secure their right to shop.25 Most blacks compensate by proving 
themselves to be worthy shoppers, i.e., they sell themselves in order 
to be sold to. They dress up to go shopping in the hope that their 
appearance will convey the fact that they are both entitled to 
browse and capable of paying for any item they put their hands on. 
Some folks flash their credit cards or engage the salesperson in con­
versation designed to reveal the shopper's class position or sophisti­
cation regarding the product. Others will buy expensive goods they 
do not really want just to prove that they have been misjudged by a 
salesclerk. Along the same lines, I sometimes give a waiter or cab 
driver a generous tip despite poor service in an effort to debunk the 
common complaint that blacks do not tip; I hope that the next black 
patron will reap the benefit of my generosity. These role-reversal 
techniques (which confuse the matter of who is selling what to 
whom) facilitate the exploitation of black consumers by increasing 
the costs of going shopping, if not the amount actually spent on pur­
chases. 
Complaining about disrespectful treatment is an option, but 
close to a majority of blacks consider complaining a waste of 
time.26 Given the prevalence of poor service not motivated by racial 
animus, many blacks give the low-status, underpaid employee wait­
ing on them the benefit of the doubt and proceed with caution when 
making a fuss. More defiant blacks purposefully make an obnoxious 
salesperson show them goods or otherwise waste her or his time 
and then leave the store without buying anything. Some blacks 
simply delight in being served by a subordinate white person and do 
(E.D.N.Y. 1993)  (denying defendant's motion for summary judgment i n  action where 
car rental agency refused to rent luxury cars to blacks, including plaintiff who had 
reserved car for daughter's wedding); Zenon v. Restaurant Compostella, Inc. ,  790 F. 
Supp. 4 1 ,  44-45 (D .P.R. 1992)  (allowing action by three black Puerto Ricans who 
waited for three hours to be served while whites were immediately seated); Jones v .  
City of Boston, 7 3 8  F.  Supp. 6 0 4 ,  606-07 (D. Mass. 1990) (denying summary judg­
ment based on various laws guaranteeing access to places of public accommodation in  
case brought by black man whom bartender referred to  as "nigger" i n  addressing 
white women with whom plaintiff had spoken); King v. Greyhound Lines, 656 P.2d 
349, 352 (Or. Ct. App. 1982) (holding racial slurs actionable under Oregon public 
accommodations law in a case brought by black man who attempted to return bus 
ticket). 
25. See Williams, When Blacks Shop, supra note 4, at A 1 4  (cataloguing stories 
of "bad service, public humiliation and legal harassment"). 
26. See Rhonda Reynolds, Facts & Figures: Courting Black Consumers, BLACK 
ENTERPRISE, Sept. 1993, at 43 (citing survey data indicating that, while 65o/c of 
blacks consult salespeople and 59% feel  disrespected by them, 48% viewed com­
plaining about service as waste of time).  
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not try to hide their relish. Operating in resistance mode, other 
blacks dress any way they want and dare store employees to mess 
with them. As one Philadelphia youngster put it: '"When you black, 
you gotta go in there like I do-like you ain't got a guilty con­
science-and they won't even mess with you."'27 
Blacks have also mounted more formal, collective resistance to 
being denied the right to shop. People who lack political power but 
possess economic power employ boycotts. Boycotts have long been 
used by blacks to protest their mistreatment as customers. The 
Montgomery bus boycott is probably the most notable historical 
example.28 The most well-publicized recent consumer boycotts have 
targeted Korean merchants in black urban enclaves who responded 
to suspected shoplifters, often black females, with what some in the 
surrounding communities deem to be excessive force.29 
Expanded political activity aimed largely or exclusively at im­
proving the terms and conditions on which blacks shop or consume 
is likely to encounter resistance from blacks on two grounds, both of 
which involve blacks' labeling their own commercial behavior devi­
ant. First, many blacks consider consumption a vice. They are more 
than ready to believe that any black person who encounters disre­
spectful treatment in a store or shop is getting what she or he de-
27.  NIGHTINGALE, supra note 6, at 129 .  
28.  See J o  AN N  G. ROBINSON, THE MONTGOMERY Bus BOYCOTI A}ID T H E  WOMEN 
WHO STARTED IT ( David J. Jarrow ed.,  1987) .  
29.  Boycotts have taken place throughout the United States. The two most nota­
ble boycotts occurred at opposite ends of the country. In Los Angeles, a female store­
keeper got into a verbal altercation with Latasha Harlins, a black teenager, over a 
$ 1 .78 bottle of orange juice and wound up shooting Harlins in the back of the head. 
Protests and a boycott ensued. See Wanda Coleman, Remembering Latasha: Blacks, 
Immigrants and America, NATION, Feb. 1 5. 1993,  at 187 ,  1 88-91;  Seth Mydans, Two 
Views of Protest at Korean Shop, N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 24, 1991, at A10 .  The shopkeeper 
received a suspended sentence and was placed on probation for the killing which was 
videotaped by an in-store surveillance camera. People v.  Superior Court (Soon Ja 
Du), 7 Cal.  Rptr. 3d 177 ,  1 78-79 (Ct. App. 1 992) .  The killing of Ms. Harlins and the 
shopkeeper's lenient sentence have been offered as explanations for the targeting of 
Korean-owned businesses during the uprising following the verdict in the state court 
trial of the police officers who beat motorist Rodney King. See generally Sumi K. 
Cho, Korean Americans u. African Americans: Conflict and Construction, in READING 
RODNEY KING, READING URBAN UPRISING 196, 1 96-2 1 4  (Robert Gooding-Williams ed. ,  
1993)  ( addressing racial violence and social unrest following police beating of Rodney 
King). 
In New York City, the Family Red Apple grocery was boycotted after a black 
customer alleged that she was assaulted after being falsely accused of shoplifting. See 
Lisa W. Foderaro, One Grocery Boycott Ends, But Earlier Siege Continues, N.Y . 
TIMES, May 1 7 ,  1990,  § 1 ,  at 38; see also Jang v. Brown, 560 N.Y.S .2d 307, 3 1 2-13 
(N.Y. App. Div. 1 990) (requiring police to enforce order enjoining picketing within 50 
feet of store); People v.  McLeod, 570 N.Y.S .2d 43 1 ,  436 (N.Y. Crim. Ct.  199 1 )  (up­
holding contempt action against protestor who violated i njunction awarded to Jang). 
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serves.30 Second although protests against the conduct of nonblack 
vendors often proceed on the assumption that a black clientele is 
better served by businesses owned by blacks, many blacks are skep­
tical of this proposition. For them, commerce ranks little better than 
consumption on the list of worthwhile pursuits for black people. 
Both of these propositions warrant close analysis .  
II. CONSUMPTION IN BLACK CULTURAL CRITICISM 
A. Consumption as Alienation 
There are roughly two critical assessments of black consump­
tion. The standard story associates black consumption with alien­
ation. 31 It goes something like this: blacks consume conspicuously 
as a way of compensating for the humiliation and disappointments 
they incur by reason of being black, exploited, degraded, and op­
pressed. Blacks use their dollars to buy what they cannot earn, 
namely status, which is the very thing advertising hype suggests 
pricey goods can supply. To a certain extent, everyone in the society 
is enticed by the possibility of creating an identity via consump­
tion, 32 but blacks, starving for rank and recognition because of ra­
cial discrimination, are thought to be more easily duped into parting 
with their hard-earned money, and having little to show for it . 
According to the alienation critics, the quest for status through 
consumption is hopeless because status, like style, is a moving tar-
30. Lewis v. McGraw-Hill Broadcasting C o . ,  832 P.2d 1 1 1 8 ,  1120-21 (Colo. Ct. 
App. 1992) ,  offers an unusual illustration of the difficulties black consumers encoun­
ter in  establishing their legitimacy as victims of improper store behavior. Lewis re­
lates the story of a black woman forcibly arrested for shoplifting by J.C. Penney 
security personnel and then victimized by i naccurate reports of previous criminal 
activity. The false media report accused the plaintiff of being a prostitute-the quint­
essential bad black woman. This report was particularly damaging because it under­
mined her credibility and weakened her claim to being a sympathetic figure deserv­
ing of having a fuss made on her behalf. 
3 1 .  Alienation critiques are not uniquely applied to blacks. The conflict between 
the base desire to consume and the moral i mperative to curb self-indulgence is mani­
fested i n  the general culture, particularly in  the ideology of conservatives concerned 
about the impact of consumption on worker productivity. See DANIEL HOROWITZ, THE 
MORALITY OF SPENDING: ATIITUDES TOWARD THE CONSUMEH SOCIETY IN Ali!ERICA, 
1 875-1940,  at 1 66-71 ( 1 985)  (providing brief overview of social criticism of consump­
tion through 1 970s) ;  see also ROSALIND W!LLIANIS, DREAl'>'l WORLDS: MASS CONSUMP­
TION IN LATE-NINETEENTH CENTURY FRA.!'ICE 224 (1982) (positing that conflict be­
tween consumption and restraint tears the conscience apart). Furthermore, it is con­
ventional wisdom among elements of the political left that mass consumption im­
pedes solidarity and that the only way to restore community is to replace individu�1l 
narcissism with shared austerity. !d. at 397-98. 
32. See CARL GARDNER & JULIE SHEPPARD, CONSUMING PASSJO:.!: THE RISE OF 
RETAIL CULTURE 45 ( 1 989 ) .  
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get. Once the black consumer gets the latest thing, she or he will 
not be satisfied for long because the need for the thing grows out of 
a sense of inferiority, and the possession of the thing is a constant 
reminder of that. Devalued, the thing possessed is put aside and the 
quest continues with another target, i.e., another thing. 
The alienationists view the pursuit of status through the con­
sumption of commodities as being detrimental to the black commu­
nity. Unrestrained consumption diverts energy and resources that 
might be better used in the struggle against white supremacy. It 
generates, not cooperation, but competition, which can be exhaust­
ing when it is not deadly. Nothing illustrates this better than the 
shocking stories of black youths attacking and sometimes killing 
other young people in order to rob the victims of their earrings, 
sneakers, and leather jackets.33 
Poorer blacks who try to maintain an appearance of affluence 
they can ill afford are the primary targets of the alienationists. Poor 
adults are severely scolded for having perverse priorities, and their 
spending to buy status is treated like a form of thievery. Not only 
are they attempting to purloin a rank to which they are not enti­
tled, they are doing so at the expense of their families and their 
people. 
Ever mindful of the goal of advancing the race, the alienation 
critiques of black consumption do not totally dismiss the search for 
status via commodities as being contemptible and base. Rather, 
they distinguish between those statuses that are worth pursuing 
and those that are not. For instance, many black women feel com­
pelled to conform to white bourgeois female appearance norms in 
order to combat stereotypes that associate black women with pro­
miscuity, unattractiveness, slovenliness, incompetence, and pover­
ty.34 Black women convey the message that they are respectable, 
attractive, professionally adept, and upwardly mobile by how they 
dress. Consumption for these purposes is acceptable to 
alienationists because it is associated with the uplift of the race, as 
distinguished from consumption that is demeaning, coarse, and 
confirming of the worst black stereotypes. 
Cornel West makes similar claims in an essay entitled The 
Crisis of Black Leadership. In a variation on the theme of "clothes 
33.  See William E. Schmidt, A Growing Urban Fea r: Thieves Who Kill for 'Cool' 
Clothing, N.Y. TIMES, Feb. 6, 1990, at A20; see a lso NIGHTINGALE, supra note 6,  at 
161-62 ( reporting on increase of apparel-related violence, including fights among girls 
over jewelry). 
34. See Kathy Peiss, lv!ahing Faces: The Cosmetics Industry and the Cultural 
Construction of Gender, 1890-1930, GENDERS, Mar. 1990, at 143 ,  156, 158. 
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make the man," West maintains that " [t]he black dress suits with 
white shirts worn by Malcolm X and Martin Luther King, Jr., signi­
fied the seriousness of their deep commitment to black freedom, 
whereas today the expensive tailored suits of black politicians sym­
bolize their personal success and individual achievement."35 By the 
same token: 
The Victorian three-piece suit-with a clock and chain in the 
vest-worn by W.E.B. DuBois not only represented the age that 
shaped and molded him; it also dignified his sense of intellectual 
vocation, a sense of rendering service by means of critical intelli­
gence and moral action. The shabby clothing worn by most black 
intellectuals these days may be seen as symbolizing their utter 
marginality behind the walls of academe and their sense of impo­
tence in the wider world of American culture and politics.36 
Pursuing the same line of analysis, the alienation critiques 
have traditionally urged poor blacks to adopt a simpler lifestyle, one 
unburdened by the quest for frivolous, showy things-one in which 
materialism is deemphasized and consumption is redirected into 
more refined, muted, and dignified patterns. Poor blacks should be 
working hard to buy a house or to get their kids out of public 
school. The panacea is a nostalgic return to the quest for the Ameri­
can dream exemplified by the way of life once known among black 
Americans as "striving." Strivers saved for the future, planned 
ahead, worked to overcome obstacles, and helped themselves rather 
than relying on the government.37 
There are a number of contemporary versions of the alienation 
critique that take into account the disastrous impact the crack trade 
and the hedonistic values of the Reagan era have had on the lives of 
poor blacks. Cornel West, for example, has given the critique a 
sophisticated, postmodern spin. According to West, " [p]ost-modern 
culture is more and more a market culture dominated by gangster 
mentalities and self-destructive wantonness. This culture engulfs us 
all-yet its impact on the disadvantaged is devastating, resulting in 
extreme violence in everyday life."38 Blacks have fallen into the 
clutches of "corporate market institutions .. . [that] have created a 
seductive way of life, a culture of consumption that capitalizes on 
35. CORNEL WEST, RACE MATTERS 37-38 (1993 ) .  
36. ld. a t  40.  
37 . See Dwight E. Brooks, Consumer Markets and Consumer Magazines: Black 
America and the Culture of Consumption, 1920-1960, at 139-40 ( 19 9 1 )  (unpublished 
Ph.D. dissertation, University of Iowa) (citing findings of black consumer surveys 
conducted between 1962 and 1 968) .  
38. WEST, supra note 35,  at 5. 
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every opportunity to make money."39 These purveyors of pleasure 
have turned black life into one dictated by market forces and mar­
ket moralities which threaten the very existence of black civil soci­
ety. The result is a form of nihilism, "the lived experience of coping 
with a life of horrifying meaninglessness, hopelessness,  and most 
important lovelessness. "40 The cure is a politics of conversion with 
an ethic of love at its core.41  
Historian Carl Husemoller Nightingale offers a similar analysis 
of alienation and the consumption practices of the black urban 
poor.42 Nightingale's version, however, concentrates on the very 
young and also unstintingly indicts mainstream consumer culture 
for its abuse of poor black urban children. According to Nightingale, 
poor blacks' current obsession with conspicuous consumption is 
more intense and its effects more devastating than ever before.43 
Via television, movies, billboards, and other forms of advertising, 
black children have greater access to mainstream consumer culture 
than in the past. Moreover, the mainstream has discovered black 
consumers and is pitching products directly to them. As a result, 
poor black kids are totally immersed in mainstream consumer cul­
ture, their "craving for things has gotten more persistent, and the 
demands for now outrageously expensive symbols of belonging and 
prestige have begun earlier in life. "44 But these are hard economic 
times for blacks on the lowest rungs of the economic ladder, and it 
is difficult for poor kids and their parents to buy the status symbols 
the kids feel they need in order to be accorded a measure of respect 
in this world.45 The more the children need the commodities ,  the 
less likely they are to get them. The children suffer disappointment, 
hurt, humiliation, anger, and envy which lead to conflict and ag­
gression.46 
By way of a remedy, Nightingale calls for a 
national cultural renewal based around a series of core values that 
can be imparted to kids in the context of a diversity of ethnic and 
racial traditions. These values include social responsibility to fami­
ly, community, and the broader society and polity; opposition to vio­
lence and the search for alternative forms of expressing pain; and 
avoidance of the abuse of dominance across lines of gender, race, 
39. Id. at 16 
40 . Id. at 14. 
41. ld. at 18-19. 
42. See NIGHTING.A.LE, supra note 6 ,  at 133-65. 
43 . Id. at 143. 
44. Id. at 153. 
45. Id. at 158. 
46. Id. at 158-62.  
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class, age, sexual preference, or physical or mental ability, and be­
tween humans and the environment.47 
B. Consumption as Resistance 
While alienation critiques like those of West and Nightingale 
point to significant aspects of black consumption as evidence of de­
feat and degradation, the alternatives find in many facets of black 
consumption signs of defiance, emancipation, and victory over de­
spair and self-destruction. This second set of approaches to black 
consumption is hipper and more fun. To those with an eye for resis­
tance, consumption is about pleasure, performance, and participa­
tion in prosperity.48 Consumption is the site of a struggle to exploit 
the transformative potential of commodities.49 Transformation co­
mes with using commodities in ways that reveal the repressed or 
negated contradictions that underlie their production and distribu­
tion, such as wearing an article of apparel with the price tag and 
labels in plain view. Transformation is achieved by altering the 
image or "blackening" the most mass of mass/masked produced 
goods so as to subvert domination and the generally received mean­
ing of the thing. A good example of this is the phenomenon of black 
women and men bleaching their hair shades of blonde nowhere 
found in nature. 
Resistant conspicuous consumption has been and remains an 
essential element of black deviant (in the mind of white society) 
subcultures. Today's B-boys with their baggy jeans, reversed base­
ball caps, fade haircuts, rap music, and cool poses are the modern 
day descendants of the zoot suiters of the forties.50 The zoot suiters 
defiantly wore fluid, generously cut trousers when cloth was in 
short supply because of the war, and through dance and song creat­
ed a time and space in which to escape the strictures of alienating 
wage labor.51 The most sought-after look among contemporary B­
boys consists of a classic hunting coat layered over baggy khakis 
47.  Id. at 192.  
48.  See, e.g. , GARDNER & SHEPPARD, supra note 32, at 57 (contending shopping 
is  form of recreation i n  which consumers enjoy spectacle of stores and malls) ;  MICA 
NAVA, CHANGING C ULTURES: FEMINISM, YOUTH AND CONSUMERISM 167 ( 1992) (arguing 
consumption is "about dreams and consolation, communication and confrontation, 
image and identity"). 
49. SUSAN WILLIS, A PRIMER FOR DAILY LIFE 126-30 ( 1991) .  
50.  ALEX HALEY & MALCOLM X, THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF MALCOLM X 50-53 
( 1964).  
5 1 .  Robi n  D.G. Kelley, The Riddle of the Zoot: Malcolm Little and Black Cul­
tura l  Politics During World War II, i n  MALCOLM X: IN OuR OWN IMAGE 155,  155-82 
(Joe Wood ed. , 1992) .  
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and Timberland boots.52 (Can you imagine George Bush being in 
vogue?) Style watchers would include this ensemble in the category 
of the survivalist look, which also includes camouflage fatigues and 
thermal half-face masks.53 Females, for whom a tough exterior as­
sures survival and acceptance in a male-dominated public life, may 
be dressed identically except for large gold earrings. According to 
cultural studies professor Trish Rose, this survivalist look 
taps into a post-Vietnam understanding of the urban terrain as a 
daily guerrilla war. "These clothes have always been about camou­
flage . . . .  On the one hand, it's like the Bigfoot they're looking for: 
Homeboy's got a crazy-size jacket on, big shoes, a big ski mask that 
makes him look like Jason in 'Friday the 13th.' How can you miss 
him? On the other hand, you can't see him, can you?"54 
A more cynical explanation for the country estate aspect of the look, 
according to one Bronx teenager, is that " [t]hese clothes make peo­
ple look white, rich and important. "55 Of course, the kids do not 
necessarily acquire their rugged togs the "old fashioned way." In 
some circles the preferred method of acquisition is shoplifting.56 
There are other examples of black deviance expressed in con­
sumption. Gang members display their solidarity by wearing the 
gear of professional athletic teams with their distinctive color com­
binations and logos. At least in sartorial terms, the gang members 
are not unlike members of black Greek sororities and fraternities 
who dress in the hues of their organizations (like pink & green or 
crimson & cream).57 The black and Hispanic gay men who partook 
of the ball scene depicted in the documentary Paris Is Burning58 
may have been foreclosed from the world of executives, pampered 
females, and the military, but they were able to live out their fanta­
sies through consumption conspicuously displayed on the ballroom 
floor. 
The dominant society does not tolerate challenges to the status 
quo such as are posed by these black consumption-oriented life­
styles. As a general matter, the dominant society responds to devi-
52.  Faye Penn & Chris Erikson, The You ngest Th ieves: High-Priced Fashions 
Have Teen Shoplifters Working Overtime, MANHATTAN SPIRIT, Aug. 26, 1993,  at 14 .  
53 .  Diane C ardwell, Rapwear, Soulwear, Hipwear, N.Y.  TIMES, Feb. 14 ,  1993,  
§ 9 ,  at 5 .  
54 .  !d. 
5 5 .  Penn & Erikson, supra note 52,  at 14.  
56.  !d. 
57 .  Li llian 0. Holloman, Black Sororities and Fratern ities: A Case Study tn 
Clothing Symbolism , in DRESS AND POPULAR CULTURE 46, 46-60 ( Patricia A. 
C unningham & Susan V. Lab eds . ,  1 99 1 ) .  
5 8 .  PARIS I s  BURNING ( Prestige Films 1991) .  
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ant subcultures in either or both of two ways. It may co-opt the 
styles by turning them into commodities which are sold back to the 
originators and others, or it may label the styles deviant and at­
tempt to repress them.59 Either way, the opportunity to use cre­
ative consumption to contradict the received meaning of things and 
to undermine the status quo is impaired. 
For example, drag has become a common feature of mass en­
tertainment, and voguing (the gay ball dance form) was popularized 
by Madonna in a way that practically made it her own. "Once main­
stream America began to copy a subculture that was copying it, the 
subculture itself was no longer of interest to a wider audience, and 
whatever new opportunities existed for the principals [featured in 
Paris Is Burning] dried up. "60 While B-boy attire has become main­
stream adolescent garb, schools, amusement parks, and malls have 
adopted dress codes that exclude some young people wearing similar 
apparel (bandannas, athletic team gear, jogging suits, even pajamas 
with a billiard ball print) on the ground that it is associated with 
gangs.6 1  These regulations are much like uniform requirements 
that restrict what low-status workers can wear on the job; such 
controls especially impact on young blacks for whom style is impor­
tant.62 
Even black consumption practices that hardly seem anti-social 
because they are not associated with violent or aggressive behavior 
may be treated as deviant. For example, more and more blacks are 
dressing in whole or in part in African garb as an expression of 
their identity and racial solidarity or their adherence to the ideology 
of Afrocentricity. Yet African-inspired dress is under attack. A black 
lawyer in Washington, D.C., was ordered not to wear a kente cloth 
shawl to court. 6 3  Employers may forbid black female employees 
from wearing their hair braided, a practice common among African 
women.64 White-owned producers of natural hair care products 
59.  DICK HEBDIGE. SUBCULTURE: THE MEANING OF STYLE 94 ( 1979)  
60.  Jesse Green, Paris Has B urned, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 18 ,  1993, § 9 ,  at 1 .  
6 1 .  See Sue Burrell, Crime, Dress Codes, a n d  the Schoolhouse Door, S.F. RE­
COHDER, Feb. 12, 1992, at 8; Robert D. Davila,  Lawsuit Targets Su n rise: Blach Teen 
Calis Dress Code Racist, SACRAMENTO BEE, May 5,  1 993, at A 1 ; Lawsuit Settled on 
Youths'  Attire, S.F.  CHRON., Nov. 13, 1992,  at A23; Teresa Moore, 'Gang Attire ·  E;ec­
tions Prompt Suit Aga inst Park, S.F. CHRON.,  July 3 ,  1 99 1 , at A20; Pearl Stewart, 
Dress Code Proposed for Oakland Schools, S.F. CHRON.,  July 15, 1 9 9 1 ,  at A l 5 .  
6 2 .  RICH.ARD MAJORS & JA.t·-!ET M. BILLSON, COOL POSE: THE DILEJ\I :v!AS OF 
BU..CK MANHOOD IN Alv!ERICA 8 1  ( 1992)  ( arguing blacks resist uniforms because uni­
forms de-style them).  
63.  Sabra Chartrand, A Disp ute Oue;- Courtroom Attire, a n d  Princip!r:s, N .Y. 
TIMES, June 19, 1992, at BB; Patrice Gaines-Carter, D. C. Lawyer Told to Remove 
African Kente Cloth for Jury Trial, WASH. POST, May 23, 1992 , at F 1 .  
6 4 .  See Rogers v .  American Airlines, Inc . ,  52 7 F .  Supp. 2 2 9 ,  231 ( S . D  N.Y. 
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have appropriated terms associated with race pride and black own­
ership like "Mrican" and "kente" and attempted to use trademark 
law to prohibit smaller black businesses from utilizing the words.65 
Ill. BEYOND ALIENATION AND RESISTANCE: 
THE HOPE OF A BLACK PUBLIC SPHERE 
Both the alienation and the resistance critiques of black con­
sumption have their strengths and limitations. The alienation cri­
tiques are on target when they decry conspicuous consumption that 
is destructive of individuals, families, and neighborhoods. Those 
who articulate the alienation critiques, however, too often fail to 
acknowledge class warfare within the black community and the 
degree to which a bourgeois bias permeates the alienation perspec­
tives. Because of this insensitivity to class concerns, their social 
censure of the buying behavior of poorer blacks may actually back­
fire by further entrapping poorer blacks in the cycle of conspicuous 
consumption. The very idea that a commodity is something that 
poorer or less well-off folks are not supposed to have may make 
them want it that much more in order to teach the meddling black 
bourgeoisie a lesson. 
The alienation critiques do not give black folks enough credit 
for struggling to combat the stifling effect of white supremacy. 
Blacks' tastes for expensive commodities are not solely attributable 
to the base reasons the critiques cite. The quest for quality is partly 
a response to a history of being cheated by inferior goods and in­
flated prices.66 Furthermore, the notion advanced by the 
alienationists that blacks should buy certain things (and only cer­
tain things) as a way of gaining a station in life more nearly equal 
to that of whites leaves too little room for the operation of human 
agency enlightened by a black critical consciousness. Such a notion 
in essence denies that black culture and the black public sphere 
create alternative mechanisms for achieving status and recognition. 
Blacks in general simply do not pay that much attention to white 
1 9 8 1 ); see also Paulette M. C aldwell ,  A Ha ir Piece: Perspectives on the Intersection of 
Race and Gender, 1991  DuKE L.J. 365.  
65 .  Maitefa Angaza, White Co. with "Africa n Pride" Sues Black Co.  for Being 
"African Natural, " CITY SUN ( Brooklyn) ,  Sept. 22, 1993, at 5; Lisa Jones, A/rica 'M,  
V!LLA.GE VOICE, Aug. 24, 1993,  at 42.  The litigation was terminated when the maker 
of African Pride products realized how sensitive the issue was for its consumers. 
Open Letter to the African-American Community from Brian K. Marks, President of 
Shark Products, Inc . ,  N.Y. AMSTERDAJv! NEWS, Jan. 15, 1994, at 19 .  
66.  See Marcus Alexis, Some Negro- White Differences in Consumptio n ,  i n  THE 
BLA.CK CONSUI\lER: DIMENSIONS OF BEHAVIOR AND STRATEGY 257, 266 (George Joyce 
& A P. Govoni eds. ,  1971). 
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people. 
The alienation critiques do not say enough about the role con­
sumption might play in blacks' conception of the good life. There 
has to be more to a black good life than countering what white 
people do to black people, or doing tomorrow what white people will 
not let blacks do today. Good things and good times gauged by black 
folks' standards must figure somewhere in their liberation. If noth­
ing else, consumption fuels production and production creates jobs. 
Commodities should be thought of as a means of packaging people's 
needs and desires in ways that generate jobs. The economic survival 
of black people depends upon their creating a black public sphere 
that consists of markets and audiences for the products of their 
labor . 67 
The consumption as resistance approaches avoid some of the 
criticism leveled against the consumption as alienation approaches 
by focusing on how black people change consumption, rather than 
on how consumption changes black people. Nonetheless, the resis­
tance approaches are undermined by the fact that resistance ex­
ponents tend to see rebellion everywhere and rarely admit that, 
when it comes to consuming things, it is difficult to distinguish 
transformation from co-optation. Exploiting contradictions is not 
quite the same as taking advantage of openings for reform. 
The consumption as resistance approaches overemphasize the 
significance of symbolic protest. Lifestyles may be a form of political 
expression or praxis, but they typically entail little strain and no 
gain because they are not hitched to an agenda for political, social, 
and economic change.68 For example, contemporary black youth 
subcultures, like most other youth subcultures, tend to practice "a 
politics of metaphor," one that capitalizes on the participants' "pow-
67 .  In this Article, I use the term "public sphere" in a deliberately vague way 
to encompass both markets and audiences. The public sphere to which I refer is 
somewhat more expansive than the realm of public debate and deliberation with 
which the term i s  associated in the work of Jurgen Habermas. O n  the multiplicity of 
public spheres, see generally Nancy Fraser, Rethinking the Public Sph ere: A Contri­
b u tion to the Critique of Act u ally Existing Democracy, in THE PHANTOM PUBLIC 
SPHERE 1, 1-32 ( Bruce Robbins ed . ,  1993)  ( showing bourgeois conception of public 
sphere inadequate, while proffering post-bourgeois conception) .  
68.  See WILLIAMS, supra n ote 31 ,  at 209 ( arguing lifestyles create communities 
based not on ideals, but on s imilar  buying preferences and desire to exploit power 
connected with certain commodities). See generally Adolph Reed, Jr., The Allure of 
Afalcolm X a nd the Changing Character of Black Politics, in MALCOLM X: IN OUR 
OWN ItvL'I.GE, supra note 5 1 ,  a t  203, 2 03-32 ( arguing theories of  cultural resistance 
which equate consumption with political action are manifestations of politics of eva­
sion) .  
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er to discomfort, "  the power "to pose-to pose a threat. "69 Black 
kids adopting the ways of B-boys and girlfriends are both rejecting a 
subordinate status and confirming their powerlessness, if not com­
pounding it.70 Because black people, particularly young black 
males, are feared and so heavily policed by the white mainstream, 
their symbolic defiance is generally read literally by the authorities 
who respond with genuinely harsh repression. 
At the same time, some of the more creative and enterprising 
participants in black youth culture are successfully turning the 
products of their creativity into commodities produced and sold by 
them. What is needed are more ways for the participants of black 
subcultures to exploit the unrealized potential for political mobiliza­
tion and economic development inherent in their lifestyles. 
The efforts of these enterprising young black artists and media 
types have provoked an outcry against the commodification of black 
culture. The critics need to face reality. In late capitalism, all cul­
tures are turned into commodities, not just black American culture. 
Black American culture is always already in the public domain 
where it is ripe to be ripped off by anyone paying attention. Adher­
ence to black cultural modes and mores cannot be used as a sign of 
solidarity or a mark of economic authenticity or group origin (like a 
Kosher designation) ;  nor can it function as a political ideology. It is 
impossible to exclude whites from black cultural production. Blacks 
cannot monopolize the black public sphere, but they should be able 
to make it work better for them than it does for nonblacks. 
Furthermore, there is nothing wrong with consciously connect­
ing culture to consumption and production if the goal is to increase 
the availability of employment among blacks and the wealth con­
trolled by black institutions and firms that are accountable to black 
people. The call for an expanded, enlivened black public sphere is 
not a call for separatism or self-sufficiency. It is about putting 
blacks at the center of a universe of markets and audiences that 
integrate whites into arenas controlled by blacks, rather than the 
other way around. 
Both the consumption as resistance and the consumption as 
alienation approaches ignore the fact that consumption is an exer­
cise of economic power.71 Blacks have used various mechanisms, 
from marketing themselves72 to holding "black dollar " days,73 to 
69.  D I C K  HEBDIGE, HIDING IN THE LIGHT: ON Il\1AGES AND THINGS 1 8-35 ( 19881 .  
70.  ld. at 35.  
71 .  See NAVA, supra note 48,  at 1 95-99 (noting discriminating consumers can 
exercise considerable power over production). 
72. See D. PARKE GIBSON, THE $30 BILLION NEGRO 7-10 ( 1969) (explaining why 
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impress white producers and sellers with the strength of their buy­
ing power. \\There there is respect for black buying power, however, 
it can manifest itself in proposals to target them for rubbish like 
specialty brand cigarettes and high potency malt liquors that would 
not be marketed to anyone else.74 As long as blacks concentrate 
only on consumption and ignore the production and distribution of 
commodities, their buying power can only sustain the status quo. 
Consumption is more disruptive, however, when its linkages to pro­
duction and distribution are acknowledged and consumption practic­
es are altered in a way that attacks the discriminatory and oppres­
sive manner in which goods are made and sold, as well as bought. 
The black consumer boycotts of the Great Depression and Civil 
Rights Era joined production and consumption as the subjects of 
protest. The primary goal of these boycotts was not improved ser­
vice, but positions for black employees at concerns where blacks 
spent their money. (Of course, service might also improve as a re­
sult of an expanded black work force.) The slogan "Don't Buy \\There 
You Can't Work!" captured the sentiment motivating the boycotts of 
the 1930s.75 In the 1 960s there was a great deal of litigation con­
cerning the civil rights boycotts in both state and federal courts. 
white manufacturers and merchants should market to Negroes) .  
73 .  Under the NAACP's "Black Dollar Days" program, blacks were urged to 
make purchases with two dollar bills and Susan B. Anthony dollars so that cash 
.receipts at the end of the day would reveal the extent of black buying power. See 
Edward J. Boyer, Project to Demonstrate Buying Power of Blachs, L.A. TIMES, Aug. 
27, 1985,  § 1,  at 3 ;  Shelia M. Poole, Black Consumers Make a Poi n t  About Buying 
Power, ATLA.i"'TA CONST . ,  Aug. 3 1 ,  1 9 9 1 ,  at C7; Sheila Rule. Drive by N.A.A. C.P. Gets 
Mixed Results, N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 7 ,  1983,  at A 1 7 .  
74. Janet Cawley, Brewer t o  Drop Controversial Malt Liquor, CHI. TRIB. ,  J u ly 4 ,  
1991,  § 1 ,  at 3 ( reporting decision o f  G.  Heileman Brewing C o .  t o  withdraw 
PowerMaster Malt Liquor which was marketed to blacks); Danny R. Johnson, Blacks 
Targeted, PLAIN DEALER (Cleveland), Feb. 7 ,  1993, at 1C (exploring impact of tobacco 
company largess and advertising on black media and black nonprofit organizations) ;  
Marc Lacey, Marketing of Malt Liquor Fuels Debate, L.A. TIMES, Dec.  1 5, 1992,  at 
A32 ( outlining criticisms of marketing tactics used to make malt liquor attractive to 
inner-city youth). 
7 5. CHERYL L. GREENBERG, "OR DOES IT EXPLODE?": BLACK H.<\RLEM IN THE 
GREAT DEPRESSION 1 1 4-39 ( 19 9 1 ) ;  ABRA.ivl L. HARRIS, THE NEGRO AS CAPITALIST: A 
STUDY OF BANKING Al"'D BUSINESS Atv!ONG AMERICAN NEGROES 180-84 ( 1 936)  ( criticiz­
ing movement for being ineffective and divisive toward other ethnic minorities and 
white workers); Melville J. Weiss, Don't Buy Where You Can't Work: An Analysis of 
Consumer Action Against Employment Discrimination in Hariem, 1 934-1940 ( 194 1 )  
( unpublished M.A. thesis, Columbia University ) :  see also New Negro Alliance v .  Sani­
tary Grocery Co. ,  303 U.S.  552,  56 1-63 ( 1938) ( holding claim of racial discrimination 
in hiring related to labor disputes; exigent circumstances warranting issuance of 
injunction not present); A.S. Beck Shoe Corp. v. Johnson, 274 N .Y.S.2d 946, 955 
(N .Y. Sup. Ct.  1934) (upholding temporary injunction against depression-era boycott 
of white concerns in Harlem). 
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The boycotts were enjoined on the grounds that they discriminated 
against white businesses and their white employees on the basis of 
race; they substantially interfered with businesses and preexisting 
employment relationships; and they threatened the public safety.76 
Extortion prosecutions,77 damage actions,78 and prohibitions on 
the dissemination of boycott literature79 were also used in an at­
tempt to restrain black protest. Through it all, blacks struggled to 
use their power as consumers to enhance their position in the 
sphere of commerce. 
Blacks have sometimes moved beyond demanding jobs in white­
owned firms to insisting upon black ownership of or participation in 
the businesses with which blacks deal. Grassroots boycotts have 
occasionally been used to challenge white ownership of businesses 
in black neighborhoods.80 Increased utilization of minority contrac­
tors and the award of franchises to blacks are goals of the NAACP 
Fair-Share program which uses the threat of adverse publicity and 
boycotts to extract concessions from big companies that benefit from 
76 .  See, e.g., Machesky v. B izzell, 4 1 4  F.2d 283,  291  (5th Cir.  1969)  ( l imiting 
injunction against civil rights group in Greenwood, Mississippi, so as to exclude con­
stitutionally protected activity); Smith v. Grady, 4 1 1  F.2d 1 8 1 ,  188-89 (5th Cir. 1969) 
(upholding injunction against allegedly violent behavior during protest conducted by 
Hattisburg, Mississippi NAACP);  Clemmons v .  CORE, 201 F .  Supp. 737, 750-5 1 r E .D.  
La.  1962)  (granting i njunction curbing picketing and protests in Baton Rougel; 
NAACP v. Webb's City, Inc . ,  152 So. 2d 179, 18 1-82 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1963J  
(granting injunction curbing picketing of store on ground that owner's commercial 
expectations outweighed defendants' interest in pursuing social objectives) ,  vacated, 
376 U.S.  190 ( 1 964); Young Adults for Progressive Action, Inc. v. B & B C ash Gro­
cery Stores, Inc . ,  1 5 1  So. 2d 877 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1963)  (enjoining picketing pro­
voked by plaintiffs failure to employ blacks other than in menial jobs);  Williams v .  
Maloof, 157 S .E .2d 4 79, 480 (Ga.  1967)  ( protecting grocery store picketed after refus­
ing to divulge data regarding black employment); In re Young, 2 1 1  N.Y. S . 2d 621 
(N .Y. Sup.  Ct. 1 9 6 1 )  (finding leader of boycott aimed at forcing retail l iquor sellers in 
Harlem to buy from black salesmen guilty of contempt).  
77. Swain v .  State, 407 S.W.2d 452, 457 (Tenn. 1966) ( upholding conviction 
where beer distributor contended he paid for advertising in defendant's publication i n  
return for e n d  of boycott). 
78. NAACP v .  Claiborne Hardware Co., 458 U.S .  886, 9 15-16 ( 1982)  ( l imiting 
damage recovery to liability for violent activity in connection with consumer boycott 
aimed at achieving civil rights across spectrum of areas) ;  NAACP v.  Overstreet, 142 
S.E.2d 816 ,  830-3 1 ( Ga .  1965)  ( upholding damage award arising fro m  boycott pro­
voked by beating of black employee accused of theft ) .  
79 .  Kirkland v .  Wallace, 403 F.2d 4 13 ,  417  ( 5th C ir. 1968)  (holding Alabama 
boycott notice statute unconstitutional) .  
SO. Delano Village Co. v.  Orridge, 553 N.Y.S.2d 938, 944 (N.Y. Sup.  C t .  1990) 
(ruling correspondence and rent strike undertaken by tenants to prevent sale of resi­
dential complex to white developer were protected activities); see a lso Libby-Broadway 
Drive-in,  Inc. v .  McDonald's Sys . ,  Inc. , 391 N .E .2d 1, 4 (I l l .  App. Ct. 1979)  ( denying 
enforcement of oral agreement for comparable properties made when franchisee was 
persuaded to sell franchises to black owners following protest activity). 
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black consumption.81 Actual sustained campaigns, however, must 
contend with the conviction held by many blacks that, if shopping is 
deviance, selling is outright depravity. 
IV. "GET A JO B ! " : SELLING AS BLACK DEVIANCE 
Blacks, especially the bourgeoisie, tend to be skeptical of selling 
as a means of employment. Selling is a form of hustling, and hus­
tling is hard, dirty, dishonest, and demeaning work. It requires risk 
taking. Unlike a good job, selling offers no guaranteed income, and 
many blacks want guarantees82 or are told that there is something 
wrong with them if they do not.83  
In fact, many blacks find the idea of starting any kind of busi­
ness and working for themselves unthinkable.84 "There is a per­
ception that Black businesses are marginal, require too much work 
for too little income, and that it's more lucrative, less demanding 
and more financially rewarding to work for someone else than to 
own your own business. "85 As a result, in some quarters a highly 
salaried employee is held in higher esteem than a successful 
business owner. 
An anticommercial ethic is ingrained in black middle-class and 
working-class cultures. In his book Black Folks Guide to Business 
Success, George Subira lists a score of attitudes that make black 
entrepreneurship seem like deviant behavior.86 Included are such 
notions as: blacks are a poor people relegated to consuming as op­
posed to producing wealth; money and the love of it are the root of 
all evil; wealth is only made through the exploitation of others; one 
must have money to make money; white people are not going to let 
blacks make any real money; a lot of money weakens one's char-
8 1 .  See Calvin Simms, The N.A.A. C.P. Mea ns Business , N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 3 1 ,  
1993, a t  D 1 ;  see also Earl Picard, The Corporate Intervention Strategy a n d  Black 
Economic Development, BLACK SCHOLAR, Sept.-Oct. 1985, at 14-22 (arguing strategy 
of negotiating with corporations on behalf of black consumers who do not really form 
cohesive bloc  evades increasing marginality of  blacks i n  sphere of  production). 
82. JAWANZA KUNJUFU, BLACK ECONOMICS: SOLUTIONS FOR E CONOMIC AND COM­
MUNITY EMPOWERMENT 69 ( 19 9 1 ). 
83 .  See GEORGE SUBIRA, BLACK FOLKS GUIDE TO BUSINESS SUCCESS 95-96 
( 1986) (arguing that friends and family may be unsupportive of black man's desire to 
go into business for himself because they are risk averse, think change would be 
waste of time, effort, and talent, and would result in loss of status). According to 
Subira, a different set of concerns, largely related to her spouse's status as head of 
the household,  are invoked against the married black woman who has similar am­
bitions. !d. at 97-99. 
84. !d. at i .  
85.  KUNJUFU, supra note 82,  at 45 .  
86 .  See SUBIRA, supra note 83, at  50-74 .  
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acter; money is not the key to a happy, fulfilling life ; and the gov­
ernment takes anything that one earns in taxes. These sentiments 
surely are enough to shame some black people from trying to suc­
ceed in business. 
I do not mean to overstate the pervasiveness or the effective­
ness of these anticommercial aspects of black culture ,  however. The 
cultural obstacles do not entirely deter blacks from going into busi­
ness. Moreover, interest among blacks in running their own busi­
nesses and working for themselves is growing. It should be under­
stood that the minuscule participation of blacks in the business 
sector is hardly a matter of choice. 
The negative assessment of commercial activity I have outlined 
here reflects the experience of a law-abiding working class that has 
struggled mightily to hold on to low-paying, low-status jobs and a 
middle class that has achieved its position through government and 
professional service, and not through self-employment and business 
ownership. Their negative attitudes regarding entrepreneurship are 
the product of the notable lack of success of black businesses.87 The 
systematic destruction of black commerce and the repression of the 
development of a black commercial consciousness left blacks with 
little choice but to disparage entrepreneurship. 
There have been and still are scores of systemic impediments to 
black entrepreneurship. Black business development has been hin­
dered by the refusal of banks and other financial institutions to ex­
tend credit to black businesses on account of geographical redlining 
and the race of the borrower.88 " [D]iscrimination in the labor mar­
ket makes it difficult for blacks to generate the initial equity invest­
ment for business formation."89 Friends and family, possible sourc­
es of start-up capital, are no better situated than the would-be en­
trepreneur.90 Moreover, blacks' foreclosure from the skilled labor 
trades has impeded the acquisition of the skills and experience 
required for self-employment.91 Black businesses also have been re­
stricted to segTegated markets offering little potential for growth.92 
8 7 .  See generally SHELLEY GREEN & PAUL PRYDE , BLACK ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN 
Alv!ERICA 1 1 3- 1 4  ( 1990) (discussing different attitudes various categories of blacks 
have toward black entrepreneurship) .  
8 8 .  TI �'IOTHY BATES, BANKING ON BLACK ENTERPRISE: THE POTENTIAL O F  EMERG­
I:\'G FIR�!S FOR REVITALIZING URBAN ECO NOMICS 74-85 ( 1 993) .  
89 .  TI�!OTHY BATES, MAJOR STUDIES OF MINORITY BUSINESS: A BIBLIOGRAPHIC 
REVIEW 1 1  ( 1993) .  
9 0 .  BATES, supra note 88,  at  1 15 .  
9 1 .  BATES, supra note 8 9 ,  a t  1 1 .  
9 2 .  JOHN S .  BUTLER, ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND SELF-HELP AMONG BLA C K  Aii!ERI­
CANS: A RECONSIDERATION OF RACE AND ECONOIVIICS 1 43-46 ( 1 99 1 ). 
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In addition, the law has thrown its share of obstacles in the 
way of black economic development. Since the end of Reconstruc­
tion, the law has made it difficult for blacks to establish legitimate 
licensed businesses,93 including, of late, entry-level vending.94 
Moreover, the law has failed to come to the aid of black 
businesspersons victimized by anticompetitive behavior, however 
violent and pernicious.95 Given the difficulties blacks have encoun­
tered in trying to run their own concerns, it is small wonder that 
blacks who could find some kind of job concluded that the opportu­
nity costs associated with foregoing employment and going into 
business for themselves were too high. 
The attitudes that keep blacks from entering into business also 
affect their patronage of black concerns. Blacks are exceptionally 
exploited consumers and as a result are suspicious of entrepreneurs, 
black, white, brown, or yellow, but most especially black.96 Black 
consumers simply do not believe that black concerns offer quality 
goods and services at a reasonable price.97 (The sentiment extends 
to professionals as well; there are many black people who, if given a 
choice, prefer a white lawyer to a black one.)98 
Periodically blacks are urged to patronize black businesses in 
the name of racial solidarity. The recent wave of "Buy Black" cam­
paigns exhorts blacks to patronize black businesses in order to max-
93.  See WALTER E. WILLIAMS, THE STATE AGAINST BLACKS 67-123 ( 1 982)  ( ex­
ploring impact of occupational and business licensing on blacks); see a lso BATES, su­
pra note 88, at 20-2 1 (citing Southern Jim Crow licensing requirements that bur­
dened black artisans and skilled tradesmen); BUTLER, supra note 92, at 144 (stating 
laws forbidding assembly impeded black economic activity). 
94. See generally Regina Austin, "An Honest Living": Street Vendors, Municipal  
Regulation, and the Black Public Sphere, 103 YALE L.J.  ( forthcoming 1 994) .  
95. Ida B .  Wells recounts the story of the 1892 lynching of three law-abid ing 
Memphis blacks who ran a successful grocery store that competed with a white­
owned store on the opposite corner. The black businessmen became too independent 
and were taught a lesson i n  subordination. IDA B. WELLS, SOUTHERN H ORRORS: 
LYNCH LAW I N  ALL ITS PHASES 1 8-19 (New York, New York Age Print 1 89 2); see 
also BUTLER, supra note 92, at 209 (attributing 1 9 2 1  destruction of black Greenwood 
section of Tulsa by rioting whites to economic threat black prosperity posed). 
96. Similar sentiments have been found among South African blacks. See Gillian 
Godsell, Entrepreneurs Embattled: Barriers to Entrepreneurship in South Africa, in 
THE CULTURE OF E NTREPRENEURSHIP 85, 85-97 (Brigitte Berger ed. ,  1 9 9 1 ) . 
97.  MARC BENDICK, JR.  & MARY LOU EGAN, B USINESS DEVELOPMENT I N  THE 
INNER-CITY: E NTERPRISE WITH COMMUNITY LINKS 8-9 ( 1991) .  
98. Forty-seven percent of the respondents to a readers' poll conducted by Ebony 
magazine indicated that they use the services of non-black attorneys, while 3 5 . 6% 
consulted a black lawyer. Annual Readers Poll, EBONY, Sept. 1993,  at 9 2 ,  96; see a lso 
Shelly Branch & Caroline V. Clarke, The Nation's Leading Black La w Firms, BLACK 
ENTERPRISE, Aug. 1993, at 48, 5 2  (reporting that "the nation's largest black business­
es routinely shun the services of black firms"). 
-
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imize the recirculation of dollars among blacks, and thereby 
strengthen the economy of black enclaves.99 Yet it remains unclear 
to many blacks why race should trump economic self-interest. 100 
For them, race at best tempers, but does not replace, efficiency as 
the top priority in shopping. As Merah Steven Stuart argued m 
1940, black business owners should 
know that any economy that must always be "wet-nursed" by racial 
sentiment and coddled in the lap of race pride must forever remain 
puny and dependent. They know that the natural human desires to 
profit, to advance, to take advantage of the best bargains are major 
appeals too strong to be overcome by considerations of race loyal­
ty. JoJ 
Stuart's assessment remains true today. When told "that the store 
where she bought her granddaughter's clothes was black owned, " 
Ethellen Richardson, a fifty-five-year-old office cleaner, said, "'I 
think it's a great idea and probably I'll shop here more often . . . .  
But I'll still look around for the best bargain. "' 102 -
If the appeals to racial solidarity work and blacks do direct 
their business to black concerns, they want something in return: if 
not quality goods and services or jobs, then contributions to the 
community that represent a "pay back" by their enterprising sisters 
and brothers. George Subira states the case from the 
businessperson's perspective: 
The wealth of the Black business person is seen as being a direct 
cost to the community, rather than a gain in community income 
coming from the outside White world. Now, the community feels if 
you are going to become wealthy from their hard-earned dollars, 
then you are going to have to give back to the community. 103 
These expectations are disappointed when black entrepreneurs ei­
ther run their businesses to suit their own predilections or seek to 
maximize profits and their own individual wealth. The disappoint­
ment provokes charges (tinged with a certain amount of jealousy) 
99. See Daryl Strickland, "Buy Black"-Black Dollars Days Part of Effort to Fuel 
Comm unity Business, SEATILE Tll\,IES, Jan. 27 ,  1992 ,  at B l .  
100 .  KUNJUFU, supra note 82,  a t  48-49 (i llustrating lack o f  consumer loyalty for 
black businesses and calling upon consumers to be more considerate, patient, and 
understanding of impact of black businesses). 
1 0 1 .  M.S. STUART, AN ECONOiv!I C  DETOUR: A HISTORY OF INSURANCE IN THE 
LIVES OF fu\1ERICAN NEGROES xx ( 1st ed. 1 940). 
102. Sabra Chartrand, Urging Blacks to Help Themselves by B uying From Each 
Other, N.Y. TIMES, July 19, 1992, § 1, at 14 .  
103 .  SUBIRA, supra note 83,  at 71 .  Subira suggests that the demands for charita­
ble contributions placed on black businesspersons are greater than they can possibly 
satisfy. Id. 
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that the successful entrepreneurs have forgotten where they came 
from. Maybe they have forgotten because they feel they must. 
Economic self-interest cuts in both directions. If black mer­
chants are not good enough for black consumers, black consumers 
are not good enough for black merchants. Black businesses relegat­
ed to a black clientele generally have limited prospects for growth. 
Success requires branching out beyond the enclave. This carries 
with it the charge, if not the actuality, of racial unaccountability. 
The tension between black consumers and black business and 
the debate over the political significance of black patronage and 
black enterprises is nothing new . 10� Changes in the global econo­
my, however, may render the tension superfluous. Criticisms of 
ideologies of self-help (including economic nationalism and black 
capitalism )  should seem beside the point at a time when Chinese, 
Japanese, and Indian entrepreneurs scattered all over the world are 
using their cultural and religious ties to reap significant material 
gains for their groups . 105 No people should expect to survive in the 
new world economic order if it does not help itself. \iVhat blacks 
need is a rational nationalism which focuses upon building a 
nonseparatist, expansive, cooperative black public sphere such as I 
have discussed above. 
In sum, then, commercial activity by blacks is discouraged by 
blachs relying on arguments from a number of sources ranging from 
black Christian theology, to grassroots socialist critiques of the 
political economy, to everyday jurisprudence. When combined with 
the strictures on black consumption and the material impediments 
to black enterprise, the anticommercial bias in black culture acts as 
a constraint on blacks' freedom to become more than marginally 
active participants in the sphere of production. To rectify the situa­
tion, blacks must, at the very least, explore ways to make their 
shopping and selling, their consumption and commerce, more desir­
able than deviant. 
104.  See 2 ST . CLAIR DRAKE & HORACE R. CAYTON, BL\CK METHOPOJ. lS :  A STUDY 
OF NEGRO LIFE I N  A NORTHERN CITY 430-69 (1962) (exploring mutual grievances of 
black consumers and entrepreneurs in Chicago commu nity in 1940s) .  
105.  See generally JOEL KOTI-UN, TRIBES:  HOW R.".CE,  RELIGION, A..1'\D IDENTITY 
DETER�l lNE SUCCESS I N  THE NEW GLOBAL ECO:\OMY 4-5 ( 1993) (analyzing the success 
of Jewish, British, Japanese, Chinese, and Indian entrepreneurs throughout the 
world ! .  
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V. RESTORING LEGITIMACY TO SHOPPING 
AND SELLING BY BLACKS 
173 
At this stage I can only offer a few preliminary suggestions for 
correcting the problems that stem from labeling shopping and 
selling by blacks deviant behavior. One possible approach would be 
to work on those who benefit from the labeling. Storeowners and 
other purveyors of goods and services who are guilty of discrimina­
tory and disrespectful treatment could be targeted and prosecuted 
for their illegal behavior. Where the law will not work, moral per­
suasion might be employed. Unfortunately, I see little reason to 
expect that vendors will change the way in which they treat blacks 
because their present practices are too profitable. 
A direct assault on the exploitation that is at the root of the 
disparate service blacks encounter should reap a greater return. It 
must be documented in detail, exposed, and prohibited. Similar 
treatment should be accorded the ideology that encourages and con­
dones the separation of blacks from their money by any means 
available. 
Remedies that take into account the inextricable link between 
consumption and commerce are likely to be more effective than 
those that concentrate on consumption alone. There should be a 
positive change in the status of blacks as consumers if there is a 
positive change in their status as producers and sellers. The latter 
is dependent on the expansion of the production side of the black 
public sphere. 
Generating collective pro-production, pro-distribution senti­
ments among blacks is one place to start. Blacks talk about shop­
ping all the time. Shopping is, after all, performance and entertain­
ment.106 It is also the occasion for black/white and black/nonblack 
interactions and confrontations. There is even a contemporary folk­
lore of rumors and legends about products that are supposedly con­
taminated (and certainly unhealthy) and products whose producers 
are linked to antiblack conspiracies.107 Blacks need a comparable 
set of economic tales and practices that pertain to the production 
106.  See generally Rob Shields, Spaces for the Subject of Consumption, in LIFE­
STYLE SHOPPING: THE SUBJECT O F  CONSUMPTION 1, 1-10 (Rob Shields ed . ,  1992) 
(discussing consumption patterns in postmodern era) .  
107 .  See Patricia A. Turner, Ambiva lent Patrons: The Role of R u m o r  and Contem­
porary Legends in African-American Consumer Decisions, 105 J.  AM. FOLKLORE 
424-4 1 ( 1992)  (contending rumors and legends about beer, sneakers, and fast-food 
fried chicken give blacks measure of power over businesses whose zeal to exploit 
blacks is equated with racism) .  
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side of commercial transactions. They need narratives that debunk 
the lies about blacks and money and blacks and commerce . Blacks 
need to brag about their enterprising ancestors . Not every family 
can boast of having a Madam C .J. Walker somewhere on the 
tree,108 but a self-employed carpenter, rooming house proprietor, 
or hairdresser ought to be as significant as a teacher or a doctor. 
Blacks need to tell complex and nuanced stories about black busi­
nesses that could not be established, black establishments that are 
poorly run, and black concerns whose performances exceed expecta­
tions. Even legal commentators could pay more attention to com­
mercial cases that reveal the subordinate status to which black 
business has been relegated. A regulatory matter can be every bit 
as exciting as a civil rights case if  the former deals with the system­
atic exclusion of blacks from full participation in the sphere of pro­
duction. 
Given that many blacks distrust businesses organized along 
conventional capitalist lines,  alternative economic arrangements 
should be explored. Black church-run enterprises are successful in 
part because they are not operated on a for-profit basis . Church­
owned shopping areas, housing proj ects, and credit unions represent 
the legacy o f  a black tradition of mutual aid and communal self­
help. 109 We need to know what the experience has been with secu­
lar black cooperatives and what could be done to increase their 
number. 1 10  We need to consider new forms of nonprofit enterprise .  
For example ,  nonmarket moneyless service exchanges o r  coopera­
tion circles which allow participants to swap time, labor, and servic­
es should be particularly attractive to black consumers wary of the 
costs imposed on those who are unable to undertake self-help or do­
it-yourself methods . u 1  
108.  See A'LELlA P .  B UNDLES, IVIADAM C.J .  WALKER, ENTREPRENEUR ( Nathan I .  
Higgins ed . ,  1 9 9 1 ) .  Madam Walker became America's first black female millionaire by 
selling hair care products and beauty treatments to black women. 
109. See generally C. ERIC LINCOLN & LAWRENCE H .  M.AJVIIYA, TI-lE B LACK 
CHURCH IN THE AFRICA.t'\1 AMERICAN EXPERIENCE 236-73 ( 1990); Lloyd Gite, The New 
Agenda of the Black Church: Economic Development for Blacl< A merica , BLACK E N ­
TERPRISE, Dec.  1993,  at 54.  
1 10.  See 1-L'\ROLD CRUSE, PLURAL BUT EQUAL: A CRITICAL STUDY OF B LACKS .t..ND 
MINORITIES AND Alv!ERICA'S PLURAL SOCIETY 1 1 1-14,  148-49, 177,  340-4 1 ( 19 8 7 )  ( crit­
icizing civil rights establishment for failing to pursue economic agenda that should 
have included cooperatives as called for by several commentators i ncluding E. Frank­
lin Frazier and George S. Schuyler) ;  HAROLD CRUSE, THE CRISIS OF THE NEGRO IN­
TELLECTUAL 1 37-39 ,  173 ( 1 967 ) ( recounting failure of Communists in 1930s to pursue 
cooperative model as solution to black people's economic woes because of fear of 
black national ism) ;  Al Ulmer, Cooperatives and Poor People in the South, in B LACK 
BUSINESS E NTERPRISE: HISTORICAL .'\ND CONTEMPORARY PERSPECTIVES 243, 244-50 
(Ronald W.  Bailey ed., 197 1 )  [hereinafter BLACK BUSINESS ENTERPRISE] . 
1 1 1 .  See generally CLAUS 0FFE & ROLF G. HEINZE, BEYOND EMPLOYMENT: T!�IE, 
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If for-profit enterprises are inescapable, then the issue of blacks 
exploiting other blacks must be addressed in a frank and thorough 
way. The fear of being unfairly used and the l ack of mutual trust 
make collective endeavors, be they families or factories ,  difficult for 
many black people. Blacks cannot realistically expect to effect 
wholesale changes in the character of the American economy, but 
they can work to institutionalize mechanisms that insure greater 
economic cooperation among blacks of different classes, lessen the 
exploitation of black consumers by returning profits to the commu­
nities in which they are generated, and ameliorate the great dispar­
ities in the capital controlled by blacks and whites .  
I f  blacks are t o  prosper in the new global economy, they will 
need a strong ethnic identity and sense of mutual dependence and 
trust, as well as a passion for scientific and technical knowledge , 
and an ability to adapt to a cosmopolitan global economy. 1 1 2  
Blacks must work on creating and articulating ethical ways of treat­
ing each other in commercial transactions. They need the moral 
equivalent of a black commercial code . 1 13 They need assurances of 
quality, the equivalent of a "Kosher" standard of production . 1 1 4  
There must be mechanisms for guaranteeing the recirculation of 
money among blacks.  The concept of the "black dollar" must have 
behind it institutionalized mechanisms of capital accumulation and 
capital venture. 
Increased numbers of black-owned retail establishments would 
give black consumers more options , but it is  not clear that establish­
ing and sustaining such enterprises should be made the highest 
priority. In the past, viable traditional retail and personal service 
enterprises in black enclaves have been run by persons with limited 
education; these businesses do not, however, employ others and 
their growth potential is  limited . 1 15 College-educated blacks with 
more options rarely go into retailing or start personal s ervice busi­
nesses,  1 16 although they are increasingly entering the emerging 
WORK Al'<D THE INFOR�LO.L ECONO!I!Y (Alan Braley trans . ,  1992)  ( exploring informal 
alternatives to exchange of labor for money). 
1 12 .  KOTKlN, supra note 105, at 4-5, 1 6 .  
1 13. See Janet T. Landa,  Culture a n d  E ntrepreneurship in Less-Developed Cou n ­
tries: Ethnic Trading Networks a s  Economic Orga n iza tions, i n  THE CULTURE OF EN­
TREPRENEURSHIP, supra note 96, at 53, 65 ( analyzing effect of ethnicity in facilitating 
commerce). 
1 14 .  For example, the California organization Recycling Black Dollars has pro­
posed a "rating system that [would] award black businesses up to four stars for good 
service."  Marc Lacey, Blacks Told the Color of Money Isn't Only Green, L.A. TIMES, 
Mar. 1 4 ,  1 9 9 1 ,  at J 1 3 .  
1 15 .  BATES, supra note 8 8 ,  at 76-77, 88-89. 
1 16 .  BATES, supra note 89, at 48-49. 
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FIRE ( finance, insurance, and real estate) sector where they are 
serving a black clientele. 117  I suspect that this latter phenomenon 
is  attributable to declining opportunities in white firms and the 
existence of an expanded client base of middle-class blacks capable 
of paying for such services . 
The more successful black firms are in nontraditional areas like 
wholesaling, general construction, and skill-intensive services; do 
not serve a black clientele;  and are not located in black enclaves.  
They are nonetheless very valuable to the black community in part 
because they tend to employ black people wherever the firms are 
located. 1 18 Job growth is occurring in small firms .  1 1 9  Small 
businesses rely on informal recruitment practices like referrals from 
existing employees and personal interviews that work to the dis­
advantage of inner-city blacks. 120 Though small businesses are 
hardly the cure for high rates of black unemployment, greater par­
ticipation of blacks in the labor force may be linked to the welfare of 
black-owned enterprises that hire blacks . Increased employment 
and rising incomes for blacks will in turn increase the viability of 
small black-owned retail establishments and the internal labor 
markets of black enclaves. 1 2 1  Improvements in the overall econom­
ic position of blacks might be beneficial in ameliorating the troubles 
blacks incur in shopping. If blacks had greater economic clout, they 
might seem to be more worthy consumers and receive better treat­
ment from nonblack concerns.  If blacks had greater economic clout, 
they might also care less.  
Finally, blacks need to embrace the idea that economic resis­
tance is something every black can engage in every day. Blacks 
must take on the mantle of outlaws or bandits , for example, when it 
comes to passing dollars from one black hand to the next as many 
times as possible before the dollars fall  back into the grasp of some­
one else. That is not the way it is supposed to be . The white-domi­
nated power structure has done such a good job of m aking blacks 
out to be thieves that it can steal from them with impunity. Fur-
1 17 .  BATES, supra note 88, at 63. 
1 1 8.  Id. at 1 1 , 15, 62,  77; see a lso Arnold Schuchter, Conjoin ing Black Revolution 
and Private En terprise, in BLACK BUSINESS E NTERPRISE, supra note 1 1 0 ,  at 205, 2 1 9  
( l isting benefits to minority communities o f  small suppliers of goods a n d  services to 
major industries) .  
119.  See Michael J .  Fiore, United States of America , in THE REEi\'I ERGENCE OF 
S�1ALL E NTERPRISES: INDUSTRIAL RESTRUCTURING I N  INDUSTRIALIZED COUNTRIES 2 6 1 ,  
2 6 1-308 ( W .  Sengenberger e t  al. eds . ,  1 990) .  
120.  See Kathryn M .  Neckerman & Joleen Kirschenman , Hiring Stra tegies, Racial 
Bias, and Inner- City Workers, 38 Soc. PROBS. 433, 433-4 1 ( 1 99 l l . 
1 2 1 .  BATES, supra note 88,  at 1 1 7- 1 8 .  
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thermore, by making blacks suspicious o f  commerce through making 
commerce the equivalent of thievery, it has reduced the ability of 
blacks to turn their buying power into selling power and their sell­
ing power into institutions and firms they control . Who is fooling 
whom here? Blacks are not the nation of thieves referred to in the 
title of this Article. The problems blacks encounter in the areas of 
s h o p p i n g  a n d  s e l l i n g  are m an i fe s t at i o n s  o f  a c h r o n i c  
race/class/gender struggle being waged without effective institution­
al political organizations .  This is a context that is ripe for a modern­
day variant of black social banditry . 122 
122 .  See E.J.  HOBSBAWM, BANDITS 150-64 (rev. ed. 1985)  (discussing differences 
between traditional social bandits and neo-Robin Hoods of capitalist societies) .  
